Abstract-The paper presents an approach to indoor personal localization using a sequence of captured images. The solution is tailored specifically for processing vision data on mobile devices with limited computing power. The presented FastABLE system is based on the ABLE-M place recognition algorithm, but introduces major modifications to the concept of image matching, in order to radically cut down the processing time, and to improve scalability. FastABLE is compared against the original OpenABLE and the popular OpenFABMAP place recognition systems.
I. INTRODUCTION A. Motivation
Personal indoor localization is still a problem to be solved without using additional infrastructure. Although much work has been done on practical indoor localization, resulting in commercially available solutions 1 , there is a need for approaches that are independent from the artificial sources of signals, such as RFID/BLE beacons or WiFi networks. A vast range of applications may benefit from infrastructureless indoor localization, such as context-aware advertising or personal guidance in public buildings. In this application context a viable solution is to utilize the ubiquitous mobile devices -smartphones or tablets, which are equipped with various sensors and considerable computing power. The ever increasing performance of mobile devices and the availability of high-quality cameras allows us to consider vision data as a source of localization signals. Localization utilizing visual information can operate regardless of particular features encountered in the environment, in a way similar to human perception of the surrounding world.
B. State of the Art
Application of cameras for localization was already researched extensively in robotics, resulting in a number of Visual Odometry (VO) [1] and Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [2] algorithms. Unfortunately, the use of VO/SLAM on mobile devices is challenging due to the rapid, unconstrained motion of the embedded camera, limited availability of features, and high computing power demanded by VO/SLAM systems. Our own experience [3] proved that it is feasible to implement a VO algorithm on a modern Android mobile device. Among the state-of-the-art visual localization algorithms, PTAM was implemented with limited functionality M. Nowicki [5] was demonstrated on the limitedpower Odroid platform. Algorithms designed to operate on less capable processors [6] , [7] can be implemented on mobile devices [8] , but they still drain a lot of energy. Vision-based tracking was already integrated with WiFi and inertial data for personal localization [9] , but using a setup that only resembled a mobile device, thus avoiding the computing power and energy efficiency issues.
Another possibility is appearance-based place recognition directly using video sequences [10] . Contrary to the VO/SLAM algorithms, the place recognition methods only determine if the observed place is similar to an already visited location. However, the place recognition methods scale better for large environments than typical SLAM algorithms [11] . In the appearance-based methods each image is processed and described by descriptors of salient features, or directly described by a vector of numerical values [12] . The FAB-MAP algorithm [13] organizes feature descriptors into the Bag of Visual Words [14] , allowing efficient comparison of images using histogram-based methods. Recent approaches to direct image description involve usage of image sequences [15] . The use of sequences instead of individual images exploits the temporal coherence of vision data acquired by a moving camera [16] , thus decreasing the number of false positives in place recognition for environments with self-similarities, and increasing the tolerance to local scene changes. This idea is used by the ABLE-M [17] algorithm, which substantially scales down the processed images, and compares global binary descriptors using the quick to compute Hamming distance. This makes ABLE-M an interesting choice for implementation on mobile devices. Although appearance-based place recognition techniques were already used on mobile devices [18] , [19] , our recent work [20] was probably the first one investigating an algorithm based on sequences of images on an actual smartphone.
C. Contribution
Our experiments [20] revealed that the solution based on sequences is beneficial in corridor-like environments, where not enough salient features are available for reliable comparison based on a single query image. However, the processing time of the ABLE-M algorithm does not scale well for long database sequences. Therefore, we propose a much faster version of the ABLE-M algorithm, called FastABLE, that suits the needs of personal localization on mobile devices. In the improved version the processing time is independent from the size of the comparison window. [17] that detects if the camera observes a place that was already visited, or determines if the currently observed scene is similar to a previously recorded image. The ABLE-M algorithm is available 2 in the open-source implementation OpenABLE [21] . This implementation allows to process a single video file, and determines if the given frame (image) depicts a place that was already present in this sequence. This is typical loop closure mode of operation, which is however impractical for personal indoor localization. We want to determine the user location in real-time by comparing a short video sequence acquired on the go, to a pre-recorded video of the environment. Therefore, our implementation of the system operates on two sequences: the first one (train) is recorded prior to the localization experiment, and can be annotated with respect to the known floor plan of the building, while the second one (test) is recorded on-line by the user and used as the query.
A. Baseline algorithm
The ABLE-M algorithm processes sequences of images, thus the processing of individual frames has to be very fast to allow real-time operation. To this end ABLE-M resizes the processed images to the size of 64 × 64 pixels. Next, a global variant of the LDB feature descriptor is computed with respect to the whole resized image. In contrary to LBPbased descriptors [22] , the binary LDB descriptor [23] is computed by comparing individual intensities of pairs of points along the same lines. LDB was designed to suit the needs of mobile devices, thus it can be computed with minimal effort. It should be noted that prior to image description ABLE-M can perform the reduction of illumination changes in the sequence using the method of McManus et al. [24] . However, the illumination invariance is turned off by default in the OpenABLE implementation. As illumination changes in building interiors are limited, comparing it to outdoor scenes, we have decided to let this option be turned off, to make the processing faster.
The next step in the algorithm is the matching phase, in which the similarity matrix S between positions registered in the sequences train and test is computed. As the train sequence contains n global image descriptors, and the test sequence contains m descriptors, the matrix size is (m − c l ) × (n − c l ), and it is computed as:
where hamming(x, y) computes the Hamming distance between the descriptors of the sequences denoted as x and y. Finally, the resulting similarity matrix S is normalized. The notation train[i, i − c l ] represents the concatenation of descriptors from i-th to (i−c l )-th frame of the train sequence, where c l is the length of the sub-sequence used for matching (in [20] it was denoted compareLength and in [17] is was denoted d length ). The baseline ABLE-M algorithm complexity is equal to O(nmc l ), as for each image in the recognition 2 https://github.com/roberto-arroyo/OpenABLE sequence (m) we slide the window n times and compare the sub-sequences in c l operations.
B. Processing time analysis of OpenABLE
An important aspect of mobile computing are the processing time and the related energy efficiency [3] . Thus, we analyze the OpenABLE implementation to figure out how to speedup this system. The processing time taken by OpenABLE can be divided into two parts: one independent from the database sequence size (descriptors computation), and another one, strictly dependent on the database size (matching).
The experiments performed on a Samsung Galaxy Note 3 showed that the descriptor computation is an efficient operation. The image resizing takes approximately 0.5 ms per frame, while in our experiments the computation of global LDB descriptor took in average only 0.44 ms per image. The processing time taken by matching depends on the database size and the size of the comparison window (c l ). In [20] we assumed that the video signal should be processed at 10 frames per second to achieve real-time localization. Therefore, the sizes of the database varying from 100 to 4000 images represent camera trajectories recorded during motion lasting from 10 to 400 seconds. The size of the comparison window was also chosen experimentally in [20] , to avoid false positives due to the local self-similarity inside the building, and was varying from 20 to 80 frames. Results of experiments with several different settings for those parameters are presented in Fig. 1 . From the plots in Fig. 1 it is evident that OpenABLE can be only applied in environments of limited size, as the matching times increase linearly not only with the growing size of the database, but also as a function of the comparison window size. The total processing time reaches 232 ms for c l equal to 80, and the database size containing 4000 images. Further increase in the database size may prevent the system from operating in real-time. As we pointed out in [20] , this might be an important factor when choosing between a typical place recognition algorithm (e.g. FAB-MAP) and OpenABLE.
III. IMPROVED FASTABLE FOR MOBILE DEVICES A. Modifications to the algorithm
The OpenABLE implementation has several limitations when considering real-life applications on mobile devices. The processing results are presented in the form of a normalized similarity matrix S. This poses problems for personal localization, as we usually require the system to inform about the recognized place as fast as it is detected. Therefore, we introduce a threshold d t on the difference in the Hamming distance between the compared descriptors. The parameters d t and c l can be set manually to maximize the number of correct recognitions without false positives, but we propose to automatize this process. The parameter c l should be large enough to ensure robustness to self-similarity of the environment, but cannot exceed the the length of the shortest sequence used as query. Due to crossings inside the building, the pre-recorded video consists of p non-overlapping sequences. Knowing the value of c l we match each of those sequences against the remaining p − 1 pre-recorded sequences to find the minimal Hamming distance between the corresponding sub-sequences. As neither of the p parts overlap, no recognitions should be found, and d t is computed for the a-th sequence:
where d a t is the distance threshold found for train a , which is part a of the training sequence. This solution sets different thresholds for different parts of the database, as different areas in the environment can differ significantly in their appearance.
However, the most important modification in the FastABLE implementation aims at significantly increasing speed of the matching phase. Although ABLE-M can employ the FLANN library [25] for fast nearest neighbor search [17] , this is an approximate technique, which improves processing time mainly for very long sequences, and is not implemented in OpenABLE. Thus, we propose a purely algorithmic modification, that enables the use of our system for real-time indoor localization on mobile devices. To introduce the idea, we analyze the steps taken during processing in ABLE-M (Fig. 2) . Fig. 2 . After capturing the image, one iteration with n steps is performed to compare the sliding window of descriptors to the pre-computed descriptors from the database. In OpenABLE, each iteration is independent from the others. In FastABLE we utilize the previously computed values to speed-up the computations
In ABLE-M and the OpenABLE implementation, after a new image is captured, the window of descriptors computed on the last c l images is moved along the pre-recorded sequence, and the corresponding Hamming distances are computed. The distance computations between the same pairs of global descriptors in the database sequence and the sliding window are repeated. This can be observed in Fig. 2 , as for example the distance between the descriptors B and 2 is computed in iteration 1 step 1, and in the iteration 2 step 2.
In contrary, in FastABLE we maximally re-use the information already computed. In the first iteration the corresponding distances are computed and saved in an auxillary array prev. In the next iterations, we compute the distance for the first step the same way as in OpenABLE. However, in the following n − 1 iterations it is possible to use the previously stored distance values. The distance d for the iteration m in the k-th step is computed as:
where the indices are indexed from 1. The idea is to compute the current distance as the result of previous iteration reduced by the distance for the first element in the previous comparison, but increased by the comparison of the distance for the last element in the sliding window of the current iteration. As we manipulate integer Hamming distances, no residual errors accumulate due to the computations, and the results are numerically identical with those obtained from OpenABLE. In Fig. 2 the distance from the second step in second iteration, d 2,2 , is the distance between substring {B, C, D} from pre-recorded sequence and substring {2, 3, 4} from the query sequence. Distance d 2,2 according to FastABLE is computed by taking the distance d 1,1 (distance between substring {A, B, C} and substring{1, 2, 3}), subtracting the distance between A and 1 and increasing the result by the distance between D and 4.
Each new distance updates the array prev, so that in the next iteration it is possible to re-use the previous results.
Comparing to algorithmic complexity of OpenABLE, O(nmc l ), the FastABLE complexity is equal to O(nm) as we perform computations for each new images in the recognition sequence (m), and we slide the window n times, but the comparison is performed in constant time (O(1)). Therefore, it is evident that the computational complexity of the modified algorithm is independent from the size of c l . The computations are done at an increased memory cost to store the distances computed in previous iteration.
B. Processing time analysis of FastABLE
The proposed algorithm was implemented and is available on GitHub in a version for PC 3 , and in a version for Android devices 4 . The experimental evaluation included comparison of the processing time for different c l values and different sizes of the database. Results presented in Fig. 3 prove that the size of the sliding window c l does not have an influence on the processing time anymore. Moreover, the obtained total processing times are much smaller than the times required to process the same data by OpenABLE. The maximal processing time took by FastABLE for a database of 4000 frames with c l =80 is below 7 ms, whereas OpenABLE needed 233 ms to accomplish the same task. Table I shows how many times faster is FastABLE with respect to OpenABLE for several database sizes and c l values. Gains due to the improved algorithm are especially evident for larger comparison window sizes. We evaluated FastABLE performance on the publicly available Nordland data set, used also to evaluate ABLE-M [17] . The data set contains video of a train ride, registered in four seasons. We compared sequences of the length 2500 frames (with c l =300 as in [17] ) from the "fall" and "spring" videos using OpenABLE and FastABLE. The obtained similarity matrices S were identical for both systems, but OpenABLE required in average 0.068 ms for matching of two image subsequences 2, whereas FastABLE required only 0.00052 ms for this task. To verify the feasibility of FastABLE for indoor localization on mobile devices, we performed experiments on the first floor of the Poznan University of Technology Mechatronics Centre (PUT MC) building. The pre-recorded data consisted of 14 sequences recorded on non-overlapping paths in both directions of motion. The database amounted to 2127 images, while the query trajectory consisted of 320 images (Fig. 4) . FastABLE reported 5625 correct place recognitions and only 80 incorrect recognitions, localizing the user on over a half of the trajectory, only with the camera images. Incorrect recognitions were mainly found due to two, visually nearly identical paths around the elevators in the centre of the building. The results were obtained with automatically set parameters (c l ,d t ), and could be further improved by manual tuning for the specific environment. For the reference implementation on PC/Linux and c l =60 the processing time for the whole query sequence in FastABLE was 0.76 s, with 0.0022 ms for matching two image sequences in average. OpenABLE needed 15.68 s to process the same data, being about 20 times slower. The same query sequence was processed by the OpenFABMAP implementation 5 of the FAB-MAP algorithm with minor modifications proposed in [20] . OpenFABMAP correctly recognized user locations at 6 places along the path from 30 training places (Fig. 5) , but provided only sparse location information that might not be suitable for some applications. The sequence processing time was 15.60 s, whereas the matching of two image sequences took 39.78 ms in average. An open source implementation of the improved algorithm is publicly available to allow other researchers to reproduce the presented results. Among the approaches to visual localization the appearance-based methods employing matching of video sequences suit well the specific requirements of personal localization with mobile devices. However, these methods require much more processing time for long prerecorded sequences. Thus, localization in large buildings can become problematic. The proposed FastABLE solution allows to significantly increase the size of the environment that the localization system can handle in real-time, or to increase the energy efficiency for an environment of the same size. Our future research will focus on integrating FastABLE in the graph-based multi-sensor personal localization scheme for mobile devices we have introduced in [26] .
